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Importance of re-use: CSR/Environment/Market 

Environmental protection is necessary & phase of network (reconstruction)  
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LE2AP provides the answer 

Recycle more, better and at low temperature. LE2AP 1 km:  

≥80% re-use, produced ≤80°C, noise reduction ≥7dB, reduce emissions.  

 

- Decompose Reclaimed Asphalt in its components 

- Heat, treat and homogenise reclaimed mortar 

- Fractionise reclaimed stone 

- Foam the reclaimed mortar 

- Mix foamed mortar with warm reclaimed stone 

- Obtain warm mix with close to 100% re-use and high quality by 

control over recipe and quality of ingredients 
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Decomposition of reclaimed asphalt 

- Milled off asphalt has given composition 

- Decomposition gives control over recipe  

- Isolates the mortar  

- Allows to treat, heat, homogenise mortar 

- Mortar no longer passes through dryer drum (Extreme STA, Emissions) 

- Mortar foaming; warm production (≈100°C) 
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Heat, treat and homogenise reclaimed mortar 
- Equivalency at level of bitumen, mortar and mix 

- Obtained mortar outperforms fresh mortar: 

- Equal Visco-elastic response 

- Better aging resistance 

- Better after aging fatigue 
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Heat, treat and homogenise reclaimed mortar 

Heating, treating 

and 

homogenising 

reclaimed mortar 

in laboratory. 
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Heat, treat and homogenise reclaimed mortar 

PA comprising 93% re-use outperforms 

its fresh equivalent: ITS/ITSR and ARTe 

ravelling 
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Foaming of reclaimed mortar 
Using LEAB 

(BAM’s LTA) 

technology 

mortar can be 

foamed. 
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Mix the foamed mortar with half warm stone  

- This was done in laboratory, now it is time to do it for real 

- A 600 m2 test section: PA, 105°C, 93% re-used material 

- Use was made of make shift equipment and full scale asphalt plant. 

- First step is mortar production 
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Conclusions 

- Re-claimed asphalt can be decomposed into its components 

- Re-claimed mortar can be heated, treated and homogenised such 

that it outperforms fresh mortar 

- Mortar no longer passes through dryer drum (environment + quality).  

- Fractionised reclaimed stone is certified as building material 

- Mortar may be foamed and mixed with warm stone to produce high 

quality surface layers comprising ≥ 93% re-use @ ≈100°C 

- Concentration on 2L-PA because of noise reduction 

- Reconstruction market and environmental issues; door to the future 

- 1:54 min movie to show feasibility……..  
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Obtain a warm mix with 93% re-use 

 

 

 


